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ABSTRACT

Hash functions are tools used in integrity of messages, digital signatures and digital time stamping.
Message digest algorithms started with public key cryptography for authentication. Digest algorithms
compute some hash functions, which are message digest values based on a simple set of primitive
operations of 32-bit words. Among the digest algorithms MD4 and MD5 are most popular. Both these
algorithms perform a set of bitwise logical operations. They generate 128-bit digest values from a given
message. Time complexity of MD5 is more than MD4 and hence somewhat slower to execute. The message
digest algorithms MD4, MD5 have been discussed in detail. A new method has been introduced for
obtaining collisions for reduced number of rounds of MD4 and MD5 algorithms. The time complexity,
performance and attacks of MD4 and MD5 algorithm have been computed using this method. The strength
has been computed on change in message; the new method can prove its strength.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cryptography is the art of secret writing. The basic service provided by cryptography is the
ability to send information between participants in a way that prevents others from reading it. The
four basic goals of cryptography form are Confidentiality, Data integrity, Authentication, Non-
repudiation [12]. There are three kinds of cryptographic functions: hash functions, secret key
functions, and public key functions. Diffie and Hellman [4] introduced the concept of public-key
cryptography in order to solve the key management problem. In their concept, each person gets a
pair of keys, one called the public key and the other called the private key. Each person’s public
key is published while the private key is kept secret. Secret key cryptography involves the use of
one key. All keys in a secret-key cryptosystem must remain secret, secret-key cryptography often
has difficulty providing secure key management, especially in open systems with a large number
of users [21]. Hash functions involve the use of zero keys! Try to imagine what that could
possibly mean, and what use it could possibly have – an algorithm everyone knows with no secret
key, and yet it has uses in security [16]. Today there exist many hash functions, but MD4 family
of hash functions (MD4, MD5, SHA, RIPEMD, etc.) are widely used because of the trust in their
security and the execution speed they offer. A symmetric algorithm with a random session key is
used to encrypt the message, and a public-key algorithm is used to encrypt the random session
key [18]. With a good cryptographic scheme it is perfect OK to have everyone, including the bad
guys (and the cryptanalysts) known the algorithm because knowledge of the algorithm without
the key does not help unmangle the information [16]. The current design of fast hash function
uses “trial-and-error” paradigm. The best way of cryptanalysis of a given hash algorithm is to try
attacks, that an adversary can perform. In general it is assumed that adversary knows the hash
algorithm and he can perform an adaptive chosen message attack, where he choose messages,
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asks for their hash values, and tries to compute the messages with the same hash value. The
attacks on hash algorithms are as follows.

• Preimage attacks: With preimage attacking techniques one can find the input that hashes
to the pre-specified output.

• Second preimage attacks: Second preimage attacks are similar to preimage attacks, but
here adversary is having additional information of one message that will be hashed to
given digest.

• Collision attacks: With collision attacks an adversary tries to find two messages hashing
to same digest. Once he finds two messages, he signs one message but he may pretend
that he signed on the other message. Collisions are further divided into three types.

o Pseudo collisions: In pseudo collisions the initial values are different while input
messages are same.

o Collisions in compression function: In these collisions initial values are same
and input messages are different. But initial values cannot be selected.

o Full collisions: These are similar to collisions in compression function, but here
initial values can be selected.

• Birthday Attacks against One-Way Hash Functions: There are two brute-force attacks
against a one-way hash function. The first is the most obvious: Given the hash of
message, H(M), an adversary would like to be able to create another document, M´, such
that H(M) = H(M´). The second attack is more subtle: An adversary would like to find
two random messages, M, and M´, such that H (M) = H (M´). This is called a collision,
and it is a far easier attack than the first one. The second attack is commonly known as a
birthday attack.

• Differential attacks: Biham and Shamir [14] developed a method for attacking block
ciphers, which they call differential cryptanalysis. Differential cryptanalysis for hash
functions works as follows: If there is a change input, it produces some XOR difference
in the chaining variables. If we can make the XOR difference zero at the end we will get
the collision. There are different techniques used for this attack. Some of the important
techniques described as follows

o N, 2N attack: This technique was used by Boer and Bosselaers [5] to find the
collisions in the last two rounds of MD4. They used a hexadecimal word
0x55555555 called N, and two numbers AN and A0 satisfying the following
properties.

1. The even positions of AN are alone.

2. The even positions of A0 are all zero.

3. The odd position bits of both AN and A0 are equal.

The above two properties are critical for attack on the last two rounds of MD4. But this
technique is not suitable for extending the attack to more than two rounds.

• One bit difference attack: This is a powerful differential attacking technique which
exposed the weaknesses in MD4, MD5 and RIPEMD was first demonstrated by Dobertin.
He used this technique in the following attacks.

o Collisions for full 3 rounds of MD4.

o Collisions for first 2 rounds of RIPEMD
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o Collisions in compression function of MD5

Figure 1: One bit difference attack

We take two inputs such that all input words are same except one word with XOR difference of 1
bit. Let us assume that the word x[i] is used in the final round at position P2 as shown in figure 1.
Once we get the same chaining variables at P2 we get a collision, since all other input variables
are the same.

2. RELATED WORKS

MD4 and MD5 is very important hash function which is being commonly used for file integrity
checking and as a message digest in digital signature schemes. In [10], the researcher introduced
MD4 algorithm. In [11, 13] two attacks were published on reduced versions of MD4. After this,
Rivest[2, 9] introduced MD5 as a strengthened version of MD4. Bosselaers and Boer[5]
published pseudo collisions in MD5. After then, a number of researches [3, 8, 19] have been done
on different fields relating this issue to analyze and improve the performance of the hash function.
In [6, 7], Dobbertin published the collision attack on MD4, and also collisions in compressions
function of MD5. In this attack two inputs (each input contains 16 words) are found, that give the
same message digest. In this paper, message digest functions MD4 and MD5 are studied and
implemented to measure their performance and attacks.

3. BASIC MODEL OF MD4, MD5
The message digest to be computed is a 128- bit quantity (four 32- bit words). The function that
takes 512 bits of the message and digests it with the previous 128- bit output is known as the
compression function. The final result is the message digest for the entire message [7]. Each stage
makes three passes over the message block. At the end of the stage, each word of the mangled
message digest is added to its pre stage value to produce the post stage value which becomes the
pre-stage value for the next stage. Each stage starts with a 16- word message block and a 4- word
message digest value. The message words are called m0, m1, m2 … m15. The message digest
words are called d0, d1, d2, d3. Each pass modifies d0, d1, d2, d3 using m0, m1, m2, m3,,… ,m15.
The computations we are about to describe use the following operations:

• Îx
0 is the floor of the number x, i.e., the greatest integer not greater than x.

• ~x is the bitwise complement of the 32- bit quantity x.

• x^y is the bitwise and of the 32- bit quantity x.

• x v y is the bitwise or of the two 32- bit quantities x and y.

• x ⊕ y is the bitwise exclusive or of the 32- bit quantities x and y.
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• x + y is the binary sum of the two 32- bit quantities x and y, with the carry out of the
high order bit discarded.

• X↵y is the 32- bit quantity produced by taking the 32 bits of x and shifting them one
position left y times, each time taking the bit shifted off the left end and placing it as the
rightmost bit. This operation is known as a left rotate.

Figure-2: Basic model of MD4, MD5

4. DESCRIPTION OF MD4
Suppose that there is b bit message as input, and its message digest will be calculated. Here b is
an arbitrary nonnegative integer. It is assumed that the bits of the message are m0 m1…mb-1.

The following five steps are performed to compute the message digest of the message.

Step 1(Append Padding Bits): The message is “padded” so that its length. Padding is always
performed, ended if the length of the message is already congruent to 448 modulo 512. Padding is
performed as follows: a single “1” bit is appended to the message, and then “0” bits are appended.

Step 2 (Append Length): A 64- bit representation of b is appended to the result of the previous
step. If b is greater than 264 then only the low order 64 bits of b are used. These bits are appended
as two 32 bit words, order word first followed by higher order word. At this point the resulting
message has a length that is an exact multiple of 16 (32 bit) words.

Step 3 (Initialize MD Buffer): A four word buffer (A, B, C, D) is used to compute the message
digest. Here each of A, B, C, D is a 32- bit register. These registers are initialized to the following
values in hexadecimal.   Word A: 0x01234567, Word B: 0x89abcdef, Word C: oxfeddcba98,
Word D: ox76543210

Step 4 (Process Message in 16 Word Blocks): First three auxiliary functions are defined. Each
of them takes as input three 32- bit words and produce as output one 32 bit word.

1. F (X, Y, Z)=(X∨Y)∧(X∧Z)

2. G (X, Y, Z)=(X∧Y) ∨(X∧Z) ∨(Y∧Z)

3. H (X, Y, Z)=X⊕Y⊕Z
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Step 5(Output): The message digest produced as output is A, B, C, D. That is, we begin with the
low-order byte of A, and end with the high-order byte of D [15].

5. DESCRIPTION OF MD5
MD5 is an improved version of MD4. It is similar in design and also produces a 128-bit hash.
After some initial processing, MD5 processes the input text in 512-bit blocks, divided into 16 32-
bit sub-blocks. The output of the algorithm is a set of four 32-bit blocks, which concatenate to
form a single 128-bit hash value. First, the message is padded so that its length is just 64 bits
short of being a multiple of 512. This padding is a single 1-bit added to the end of the message,
followed by as many zeros as are required. Then, a 64-bit representation of the message’s length
(before padding bits were added) is appended to the result. These two steps serve to make the
message length an exact multiple of 512 bits in length, while ensuring that different messages will
not look the same after padding [2]. Four 32-bit variables are initialized:

A = 0x01234567, B = 0x89abcdef, C = 0xfedcba98, D = 0x76543210

These are called chaining variables. Now, the main loop of the algorithm begins and continues
for as many 512-bit blocks as are in the message. The four variables are copied into different
variables: a gets A, b gets B, c gets C, and d gets D. The main loop has four rounds, all very
similar. Each round uses a different operation 16 times. Each operation performs a nonlinear
function on three of a, b, c, and d. Then it adds that result to the fourth variable, a sub-block of
the text and a constant. Then it rotates that result to the right a variable number of bits and adds
the result to one of a, b, c, or d. Finally the result replaces one of a, b, c, or d.

There are four nonlinear functions, one used in each operation (a different one for each round)
[6].

F (X, Y, Z) = (X ∧ Y) ∨(¬ X ∧ Z)

G (X, Y, Z) = (X ∧ Z) ∨ (Y ∧ ¬ Z))

H (X, Y, Z) = X ⊕ Y ⊕ Z

I (X, Y, Z) = Y ⊕ (X ∨ ¬ Z)

(⊕ is XOR, ∧ is AND, ∨ is OR, and ¬ is NOT.)

Figure-3: MD5 main loop
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Figure 4: One MD5 Operation
Operation

These functions are designed so that if the corresponding bits of X, Y, and Z are independent and
unbiased, then each bit of the result will also be independent and unbiased. The function H is the
bit-wise parity operator. If Mj represents the jth sub-block of the message (from 0 to 15), and <<<s
represents a left circular shift of s bits, the four operations are:

FF(a, b, c, d, Mj ,s ,ti) denotes a = b + ((a + F(b, c ,d ) + Mj + ti) <<< s)

GG(a, b, c, d, Mj, s, ti) denotes a = b + ((a + G(b, c, d ) + Mj + ti) <<< s)

HH(a, b ,c, d, Mj ,s ,ti) denotes a = b + ((a + H(b, c, d) + Mj + ti) <<< s)

II(a, b, c, d, Mj, s, ti) denotes a = b + ((a + I(b, c, d ) + Mj + ti) <<< s)

After all of this, a, b, c, and d are added to A, B, C, D, respectively, and the algorithm continues
with the next block of data. The final output is the concatenation of A, B, C, and D.

6. ATTACKS ON MD4 ALGORITHM

• Preimage attack on MD4: In MD4, preimage attack can be done for 19 operations. (Ai, Bi,
Ci, Di) denote the value of four chaining variables (A, B, C, D), after the ith operation. (A0, B0, C0,
D0) denote initial values. The input will be found such that the following19 equations are
satisfied.

A4 = (A0 + F(B0,C0, D0)+x[0])<<<3 (1)

D4=(D0+F(A4, B0,C0)+x[1])<<<7 (2)

C4 C4=(C0+F(D4, A4, B0)+x[2])<<<11 (3)

B4 =(B4+F(C4, D4, A4)+x[3])<<<19 (4)

A8 =(A4+F(B4, A4, D4)+x[4])<<<3 (5)

D8 =(D4+F(A8, B4, C4)+x[5])<<<7 (6)

C8 =(C4+F(D8, A8, B4)+x[6])<<<11 (7)

B8 =(B4+F(C8, D8, A8)+x[7])<<<19 (8)

A12 =(A8+F(B8, C8, D8)+x[8])<<<3 (9)
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D12 =(D8+F(A12, B8, C8)+x[9])<<<7 (10)

C12 =(C8+F(D12, A12, B8)+x[10])<<<11 (11)

B12 =(B8+F(C12, D12, A12)+x[11])<<<19 (12)

A16 =(A12+F(B12, C12, D12)+x[12])<<<3 (13)

D16 =(D12+F(A16, B12, C12)+x[13])<<<7 (14)

C16 =(C12+F(D16, A16, B12)+x[14])<<<11 (15)

B16 =(B12+F(C16, D16, A16)+x[15])<<<19 (16)

A20 =(A16+G(B16, C16, D12)+x[0])+0x5a827999<<<3 (17)

D20 =(D16+G(A20, B16, C12)+x[4])+0x5a827999<<<5 (18)

C20 =(C16+G(D20, A20, B16)+x[8])+0x5a827999<<<9 (19)

Therefore this method cannot be extended to find preimage of MD4 for more than 19 operations
[17].

7. ATTACKS ON MD5 ALGORITHM

● Framing attack for 4 rounds of MD5

Here, the possibility of attacking MD5 for full four rounds is discussed. Broadly there are
three methods for attacking 4 rounds of MD5 [15].

● Differential attack for each round independently

Attack with current techniques of differential attacks, works only if chaining variables are
selected carefully, i.e. the values of chaining at positions P1, P2, P3, P4 should be selected
as shown in the following figure. With the known methods, the preimage can be found
for only 22 operations of MD5.Therfore the chaining variables can not be selected at
positions P3, P4. Therefore the attack of this type is not possible unless one finds the
techniques for differential attack without selecting the chaining variables [6].

Figure 5: Attacking each round independently

● Differential attack for first two rounds and last two rounds independently
Two sets of inputs have been taken with change in one or more words. The values of chaining
variables will become equal only after second round and final round only. The basic idea of
attack is shown in the figure 6. In this method, the first two rounds and last two rounds have been
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tried to solve by differential attack. For this, it should be able to select the chaining variable at
positions P1 and P2. But selecting the chaining variable at P2, which in round three; appears
difficult. Therefore this method has the same problems as the first method.

Figure 6: Attacking first and last two rounds independently

● Differential attack for all four rounds

In this method, two sets of inputs have been taken with change in one or more words. In this
method there is no need of marking the chaining variables equal in the intermediate rounds. In
this method, the chaining variables have to be selected in the first round only which is possible.
But the problem is we have to do differential attacking for more than 32 operations. With
available techniques differential attack is successful only for 16 operations. In order to make this
attack successful one needs good differential attacking techniques that can attack more number of
operations

Figure 7: Differential attack for four rounds

8. PERFORMANCE OF MD4
To measure the performance of MD4 algorithm; the time complexity is measured for different
sizes of messages. Then a message is taken to measure its strength against attacks. The following
figure shows the time complexity for the message that sizes are less than 1KB.
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Figure 8: Time complexity of MD4 for message length less than 1KB.

From the above figure-8, it can be shown that if the message size is increased the running time is
also increased. But in some position the running time is constant in spite of the message size is
increased. Now the input messages that are greater than 1KB had been taken and the performance
of MD4 algorithm is measured in terms of time complexity of MD4 algorithm can be figured as
follows.

Figure 9: Time complexity of MD4 for message length greater than 1KB.

From the above figure, it can be shown that the time complexity is never changed though
increasing the sizes of the input messages. Only some bit of the digesting value is changed.

Now if the size of input message is more than or equal 5KB, then the time complexity can be
figured as follows:

Figure 10: Time complexity of MD4 for message length greater than 1KB.

From the above figure, it can be observed that the time is increasing very fast for increasing the
sizes of the input messages more than five kilobytes.

9. STRENGTH OF MD4 ALGORITHM

“Cryptography is the study of mathematical techniques related to aspects of information security
such as confidentiality, data integrity, entity authentication, and data origin authentication [1]”.
Cryptography is not the only means of providing information security, but rather one set of
techniques. Symmetric encryption is the simpler of the two classes of key-based encryption
algorithms. In this class, the same key is to encrypt and decrypt the message. Alice encrypts her
message by a key.” From the above message the following Table-1 are listed the original message
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word, changing word and the third column of this table contained the digest value after some
character are changed in the original message.

Table 1: Digest values after changing some characters for 512 bit message

Original Word
Changed

Word
Digest Value

No Change No Change D0=4e83d40,D3=663c5700,D2=9aea9000,D1=1ed28000

Row-1 “The” “An “ D0=e49130a0,D3=8dd87a00,D2=cd439000 ,D1=58870000

Row-2 “Such as” “That is” D0=928af708 ,D3=344c3200, D2=75d10000,D1=bbb78000

Row-2 “Origin” “Duplex” D0=928af700,D3=344c3200,D2=75d10000,D1=7bba000

Row-4 “Two” “Too” D0=928af700,D3=344c3200,D2=75d10000,D1=7bba000

Row-4 “But”
“And”

D0=bea5a530,D3=89807700,D2=5e2b0800,D1=52ca0000

10. PERFORMANCE OF MD5
To measure the performance; the time complexity is measured for different sizes of messages.
Then a message is taken to measure its strength against attack. The following figure shows the
time complexity for the message that sizes are less than 1KB.

Figure 11: Time complexity of MD5 for message length less than 1KB.

From the above figure-11, it can be measured that if the message size is increased then
the running time is also increased. Now the input messages that are greater than 1KB and
less than 5KB are taken and the performance of MD5 algorithm is measured. And can be
represented by the figure-12.

Message length
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Figure 12: Time complexity of MD5 for message length greater than 1KB and less than 5KB.

From the above Figure-12, it can be measured that if the message size is increased the running
time of MD5 message digest algorithm is also increased. Again the input messages that are
greater than or equal five kilobyte are taken and the performance of the message digest algorithm
MD5 is measured.

Figure 13: Time complexity of MD5 for message length greater than 1KB and less than 5KB.

The above Figure-13 it can be said that the running time of message digest algorithm MD5,
increased very fast if the message size is increased.

11. STRENGTH OF MD5 ALGORITHM

Table 2 are listed the original message word, changing word and the fourth column of
this table contained the digest value after some character are changed in the original
message.
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Table 2:  512 bit message digest values after changing some characters

Original Word Changed Word Digest Value

No Change No Change D0=5e6c87c0,D3=b9e69000,D2=a330000 ,D1=86400000

Row-1 “The” “An “ D0=de6c7340 D3=b4c69000 D2=2a330000 D1=46400000

Row-2 “Such as” “That is” D0=c7e25c70 D3=ed7a7000 D2=68ce7000 D1=a4c00000

Row-2 “Origin” “Duplex” D0=e7d6540   D3=313e8000 D2=ea380000 D1=34600000

Row-4 “Two” “Too” D0=4fed680     D3=8c92c000 D2=ea328000  D1=e7e00000

Row-4 “But” “And“ D0=c7e25e80,D3=e7a7000,D2=68ce8000  D1=a4c00000

12. COMPARISON BETWEEN MD4 AND MD5
From figure 8, the performance of the message digest algorithm MD4 can be analyzed. Here, if
the message size is increased, the running time is also increased. Some position the running time
is constant in spite of the message size is increased.  But the message size is some how small, less
than or equal to 1KB. Again from the figure-10 we observe that the time increases for increasing
the sizes of the input messages when message size more than 5KB. From table-1 a 512 bit
message digesting value; if we change a single word “An” instead of ”The” then most of the bit
are changes. When we change “Duplex” instead of “Origin” then most of the hexadecimal codes
have changed. So any minute change in message the algorithm proves its strength. It is very
important for message authentication. From the figure 11 and figure 12; we observe the
performance of message digest algorithm MD5. We show that if the message size is increased,
the process time to generate digest value also increases. Again if we analysis the figure 13, notice
that the time increases sharply when message size is 5KB and more. Observing the table-2 if we
change a single word “An” instead of “The” then most of the hexadecimal codes are changed. On
the other hand, if we change “Duplex” instead of “Origin” then most of the hex code has
changed. So we conclude a new method to find collisions for reduced rounds of MD5, prove its
strength against any change or brute force attack.

13. CONCLUSION

In MD5 algorithm, it is unlikely that two messages showing a similar regularity will have the
same hash code. MD4 is a precursor of MD5. It is recommended to use MD5. But MD5 is slower
and more secure than MD4 because MD5 algorithm uses individual constant. Hash algorithms
such as MD4, MD5 are most widely used in commercial as well as defence applications. Since
their design paradigm is “trial-and-error”, they need to have good cryptanalysis effort. The
algorithms above named, be implemented to reduce its complexity by reducing its rounds and
measure its strength against attacks.
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